Obtain the information you need to plan intervention for the Spanish-speaking children and adults on your case load. These valid and reliable assessments are developed with the high standards of excellence you have come to expect from Pearson, so you know you can trust the results.
Assess student’s receptive/expressive language ability.

CELF®-4 Spanish gives you a flexible, multi-perspective assessment process to pinpoint a student’s strengths and weaknesses in semantics, morphology, syntax, pragmatics, and classroom language skills. CELF-4 Spanish features high sensitivity (.96) and specificity (.87) for the core language score.

OVERVIEW:
- Provides an item set and themes specifically developed for a diverse range of Spanish speakers
- Item order and normative scores are based on the performance of 800 monolingual and bilingual students in the United States
- Spanish-language kit and record forms are available

Age Range: Birth–6:11

Assess young children’s communication skills.

PLS-4 Spanish helps you obtain an accurate picture of a young child’s emerging communication and language skills. PLS-4 includes items that reflect the developmental sequence of skills in Spanish and is ideal for children who are preverbal or have limited expressive language skills.

OVERVIEW:
- Developed concurrently with the English edition of PLS-4, PLS-4 Spanish features test items ordered by difficulty for children who speak Spanish
- Item order and normative scores are based on 1,500 monolingual and bilingual children in the United States
- Spanish-language kit and record forms are available

Age Range: 3:0–6:11

Assess preschooler’s language ability.

CELF® Preschool-2 Spanish is an in-depth assessment of semantics, morphology, and syntax skills in Spanish. The test uses an approach that is engaging for preschool children who are verbal but have specific language deficits.

OVERVIEW:
- Provides an item set and themes specifically developed for a diverse range of Spanish speakers
- Item order and normative scores are based on 464 monolingual and bilingual children in the United States and Puerto Rico
- Spanish-language kit and record forms are available

Age Range: 3:0–6:11
Age Range: 3:0–6:11
Assess for early expressive use and comprehension of basic concepts.
The BBCS™-3:R and BBCS™:E help you evaluate a child's concept acquisition and school readiness. Together, these tools help assess a child's basic concept skills receptively and expressively.

OVERVIEW:
- Items on the English edition were adapted for Spanish speakers
- Research study conducted with 61 monolingual and bilingual children in the United States
- Means and standard deviations are provided for Spanish speakers based on research results
- Reliability and validity evidence is reported
- Spanish-language versions of the record forms are available

Grade Range: K– Grade 2
Assess for comprehension of basic concepts.
The Boehm-3 is based on research that identified the 25 basic concepts most frequently used by teachers in kindergarten, first-, and second-grade classrooms. Each concept is tested twice to verify the child's understanding.

OVERVIEW:
- Items on the English edition were adapted for Spanish speakers
- Normative scores for the Spanish version were based on the performance of 1100 monolingual and bilingual speaking children in the United States
- A Spanish-language version of the test booklets and administration directions are included as part of the English test kit

Age Range: 2:6–17:11
Assess receptive vocabulary.
The TVIP can help you assess the vocabulary of Spanish-speaking and bilingual students. Items were carefully selected for their appropriateness for Spanish-speakers from Mexico and Puerto Rico.

OVERVIEW:
- PPVT™-4 items identified as appropriate for Spanish speakers were translated, then reordered by difficulty based on research results
- Normative scores based on the performance of 2704 monolingual individuals in Mexico and Puerto Rico
- A Spanish-language version of the record form is available

Age Range: 3:0–6:11
Screen concept knowledge in young children.
Brief and easy to administer, the BSRA™-3 tool helps you determine if a child is ready for school. This tool includes five subtests: Colors, Letters, Numbers/Counting, Size/Comparison, and Shapes.

OVERVIEW:
- Items on the English edition were adapted for Spanish speakers
- Research study conducted with 61 monolingual and bilingual children in the United States
- Means and standard deviations are provided based on research results
- Reliability and validity evidence is reported
- A Spanish-language version of the record form is available

Age Range: 3:0–5:11
Assess preschoolers for comprehension of basic concepts.
The Boehm-3 Preschool helps you identify children who lack understanding of basic relational concepts so that you can provide intervention sooner, increasing their chance of success in school.

OVERVIEW:
- Items on the English edition were adapted for Spanish speakers
- Normative scores for the Spanish version were based on the performance of more than 500 monolingual and bilingual preschoolers in the United States
- A Spanish-language version of the examiner's manual, picture manual, and record form is available as part of the English test kit
Assessing the impact of stuttering.
The OASES™ assessment uniquely measures the impact of stuttering on a person’s life in multiple life situations—unlike most other stuttering instruments, which focus mainly on the frequency and type of stuttering events. Brief yet comprehensive, this evidence-based tool can help support effective intervention.

Overview:
- English items were adapted for Spanish Speakers
- A Spanish-language translation of the starter kit, answer sheets, profile report, and interpretive report are available
**CELF®-4 Spanish**

- **Age Range:** 5:0–21:11
- **Assess student’s receptive/expressive language ability.**
- **Overview:** CELF®-4 Spanish gives you a flexible, multi-perspective assessment process to pinpoint a student’s strengths and weaknesses in semantics, morphology, syntax, pragmatics, and classroom language skills. CELF-4 Spanish features high sensitivity (.96) and specificity (.87) for the core language score.
- **Overview:** Provides an item set and themes specifically developed for a diverse range of Spanish speakers. Item order and normative scores are based on the performance of 800 monolingual and bilingual students in the United States. Spanish-language kit and record forms are available see pp. 18–19.

**PLS-4 Spanish**

- **Age Range:** Birth–6:11
- **Assess young children’s communication skills.**
- **Overview:** PLS-4 Spanish helps you obtain an accurate picture of a young child’s emerging communication and language skills. PLS-4 includes items that reflect the developmental sequence of skills in Spanish and is ideal for children who are preverbal or have limited expressive language skills.
- **Overview:** Developed concurrently with the English edition of PLS-4, PLS-4 Spanish features test items ordered by difficulty for children who speak Spanish. Item order and normative scores are based on 1,500 monolingual and bilingual children in the United States. Spanish-language kit and record forms are available see p. 29.

**CELF® Preschool-2 Spanish**

- **Age Range:** 3:0–6:11
- **Assess preschooler’s language ability.**
- **Overview:** CELF® Preschool-2 Spanish is an in-depth assessment of semantics, morphology, and syntax skills in Spanish. The test uses an approach that is engaging for preschool children who are verbal but have specific language deficits.
- **Overview:** Provides an item set and themes specifically developed for a diverse range of Spanish speakers. Item order and normative scores are based on 464 monolingual and bilingual children in the United States and Puerto Rico. Spanish-language kit and record forms are available see pp. 20–21.

**Co-occurring Language Screening Test (OLAI)**

- **Age Range:** Pre K–Grade 3
- **Assess and develop both English and Spanish language literacy skills.**
- **Overview:** The OLAI helps you quickly assess the most common language structures children use expressively. The Oracy Instructional Guide, a companion component, offers you guidance in helping clients build language skills in both English and Spanish.
- **Overview:** English items were adapted for Spanish speakers. Includes assessment and intervention activities for both oral and written language. Test results provide frequency counts and individual profiles. Individualized profiles of the child’s skills are obtained to target instruction. A Spanish-language version of the materials is available.

**PrimerPASO™**

- **Age Range:** 2:9–6:2
- **Screen for developmental delays.**
- **Overview:** PrimerPASO™, the Spanish edition of the widely used FirstSTEP, helps quickly screen to identify children at risk for developmental delays in cognition, language, motor, adaptive behavior, and social-emotional skills.
- **Overview:** Items in the Language section were developed specifically for Spanish-speaking preschoolers. Items/item order and normative scores are based on the performance of 566 monolingual and bilingual children in the United States. Spanish-language kit and record forms are available see p. 59.

**CLQT**

- **Age Range:** 18:0–89:11
- **Brief measure of cognitive/linguistic skills.**
- **Overview:** CLQT helps you quickly obtain severity ratings for five primary domains of cognition in adults with known or suspected neurological impairment as a result of stroke, traumatic brain injury, or dementia.
- **Overview:** Items on the English edition were adapted for Spanish-speaking adults. 31 monolingual and bilingual adults were tested to obtain feedback from clinicians about the appropriateness of the Spanish edition for adults in the United States. A Spanish-language version of the record form is available.

**AQT**

- **Age Range:** 18+
- **Assess for early detection of parietal lobe dysfunction.**
- **Overview:** The AQT is a brief assessment that can be used to support an early differential diagnosis of various types of dementia and other neurological disorders and to help monitor cognitive functioning.
- **Overview:** A Spanish-language translation of record form is available.